Kurukshetra University
Established by State Legislature Act XII of 1956
('A+' Grade, NAAC Accredited)

Endst. No. Sch/S-I/21/ 3374-3434

Copy of the overleaf is forwarded to the following for information and necessary action:

1. The Chairpersons/Directors of all the UTDs/Institutes, KUK for information and necessary action with the request to display the notification/circular on the Notice Board for wide publicity amongst the students and also inform the students accordingly for submissions of online application form for the Post Matric Scholarship Schemes for SC/BC and OBC students for the year 2021-22 upto 31.01.2022 on the website (harchhatravratti.highereduhry.ac.in.). The Chairpersons/Directors are instructed to inform the concerned students about opening of Scholarship Portal and also make sure that all concerned students must upload copy of Aadhar seeded/mapped with Bank and the required documents for PMS before verifying the claim. Application must be submitted timely before the closing date in order to enable the funding agency to transfer the fee/funds directly in their respective bank account timely through DBT mode, failing which concerned Departments/Institutes will be responsible for not releasing the fee/funds to the concerned SC/BC beneficiary students by the concerned funding agency. You are also requested that their students whose Attendance for the Academic Year 2021-22 is less than 75%, their PMS Applications Form (Hard Copy) may not be forwarded in the Scholarship Section(Accounts Branch) as the minimum 75% of the Attendance is mandatory/required by the funding agency under PMS Schemes of the State Govt and latest Guidelines of PMS of SC/BC students to be download from the https://harchhatravratti.highereduhry.ac.in. It is pertinent to mentioned here that Parivaar Pehchan Patra(PPP) is mandatory for applying under PMS Scholarship of SC/BC and OBC, so you are requested to kindly inform the students to register themselves under PPP and apply for PMS scholarship immediately. Last Date for applying online Application submission for PMS SC/BC and OBC upto 31.01.2022.

2. Dean of Colleges, KUK.
3. Dean, Students’ Welfare, KUK.
4. Director, Distance Education, KUK.
5. Director, UIET KUK.
6. Principal, Institute of Teachers Training & Research (ITTR), KUK.
7. Principal, Institute of Integrated & Honors Studies(IHSS), KUK.
8. Head, IT Cell with the request to display the above instruction in the Latest News on the University Website for wide publicity amongst the students.
9. Supdt. O/o the Registrar, KUK.
10. Steno O/o the Finance Officer, KUK.
11. Supdt.(Fee Section), KUK.

[U.S.]
3/12/21
Sr. Coordinator
Accounts Branch-I
for Registrar

5/12/21
From
Director General Higher Education, Haryana
Shiksha Sadan, Sector-5, Panchkula.

To
All the Principals
Govt./Govt. Aided/Private/Colleges/Universities/Institutions

Memo No. DHE: 110017/3/2021-Sch(5)-DHE
Dated: Panchkula, the 18/11/2021

Subject: Regarding opening of Centralized PMS Scholarship Portal for the year 2021-2022.

Kindly refer to the subject cited above

I have been directed to inform you that Centralized Scholarship Portal of Higher Education Department for PMS SC/OBC and all State Scholarship Schemes will open from 23-11-2021. Students will apply online on Scholarship Portal for all schemes. This portal will remain open for PMS SC/OBC including all other schemes uptil 31-01-2022. (harchhatrarvtali.highereduhr.ac.in) for the year 2021-2022.

It is pertinent to mention here that Parivar Pehchan Patra (PPP) is mandatory for applying under PMS Scholarship of SC/BC and all 8 other Schemes. All the Colleges/Institutes/Universities are instructed to inform the students about opening of Scholarship Portal and also make sure that all students must upload copy of Aadhar Card with bank before verifying the claims. Applications must be submitted timely before the closing date.

Details of Scholarship schemes are as under:

(Central Sponsored Schemes & State Scholarship Schemes)
1. Post Matric Scholarship Scheme for OBC
2. Post Matric Scholarship Scheme for SC.
3. Govt. of Haryana State Merit Scholarship,
4. Govt. of Haryana Undergraduate for Top Ten Girls,
5. Haryana State Meritorious Incentive Scheme for the students who attain Merit Position in CBSE annual exam,
6. Haryana State Meritorious Incentive Scheme for the students who attain Merit Position in Annual University Examination.
7. Schemes of Post Matric Scholarship of Lower Income Group Student for Studies in India.
8. Stipend scheme for Grand Children of Freedom Fighter pursuing higher Education in Govt./Non Govt. Aided Colleges of Haryana.
10. Consolidated Stipend Scheme for Scheduled Caste Students pursuing Higher Education in Govt. Colleges of Haryana.

This is for your information and further necessary action please.

Deputy Director Scholarship
for Director General Higher Education,
Haryana, Panchkula
Kurukshetra University
Established by the State Legislature Act XII of 1956
('A+' Grade, NAAC Accredited)

To
The Chairpersons/Directors,
All the UTDs/Institutes,
KUK.

Sub: Supply the mandatory required documents of the PMS for the session 2021-22.

Sir/Madam,

You are requested kindly to supply the following mandatory required documents of the each Post Matric Scholarship Applications Form filled by the students through online for the session 2021-22 and also requested to check/verify their PMS Application Forms along with required Documents by the concerned Departments/Institutes before sending in the Scholarship Section (Accounts Branch).

1. Hard Copy of PMS Applications Form duly attested by the concerned Chairperson/Director of UTDs/Institutes.
2. Latest Income Certificate duly attested by the Sub-Magistrate/Tehsildar and the same verified by the concerned Chairperson/Director of UTDs/Institutes.
3. Caste Certificates duly attested by the Sub-Magistrate/Tehsildar and the same verified by the concerned Chairperson/Director of UTDs/Institutes.
4. Self-attested copy of DMC of 10th and 12th.
5. Self-attested copy of Last passed exam DMC.
7. Self-attested copy of Haryana Residence proof.
8. Undertaking of Gap year (if applicable).
9. Paid fee receipt for the month of July/August 2021 etc. (for taking of admission 2021-22).
11. Actual fee/Tuition fee of SC/BC students for the session 2021-22 duly verified by the Supdt.(Fee Section).
12. Minimum 75% Attendance is mandatory required the funding agencies under PMS Scheme.
13. Mobile No. of student mentioned on the application form/forwarding.
15. University Registration No. issued by the Registration Branch.
17. Correct Institute/University name i.e. Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra (Campus) on the hard copy of PMS Application Form duly checked by the concerned Departments/Institutes.
18. If Father has died, Father Death Certificate.
19. All the required documents must be uploaded on the portal of harchattravriti.hidereduhrly.ac.in.

Yours faithfully,

Superintendent(Sch.)